**News Update**

**Family Planning in Africa in Progress**

There is news of progress in an area more than a third of the world and half of the African countries are making significant improvements in areas of family planning and birth control. In addition, 57 of 94 developing countries have seen at least some improvement in controlling population over the past five years, the study by Population Crisis Committee reported. The report compares the results of a 1991 survey with one this year.

**Greenpeace Ship Towed to Port by Russians**

A Greenpeace ship sailed by the Russian coast guard after it sailed into territorial waters, was towed to a military port near Murmansk on Sunday. The Solo was boarded and seized on Oct. 12 after it crossed one of the Russian waters to investigate nuclear waste sites. According to Greenpeace, officials from the United States, Britain, France, the Netherlands, Germany, Sweden and Canada were brought on board, but they were refused permission to access the equipment that was aboard the ship.

**Earthquake in Columbia Cause of Thermal Eruption**

The Bambino volcano went up in Columbia today in two days shook a 10,000 square mile area, killing 11 people, injuring 50, and destroying 20 houses. The earthquake was centered in a region known as the eastern Andes, where most of the country's population lives.

**SAE Wins Over-All in Annual Anchor Splash**

Matt Kolken  
Staff Writer

T he women of Delta Gamma sorority hosted their 12th annual Anchor Splash fundraiser last Sunday. The event piloted various living groups from within the UOP community in water-sport oriented competition. The proceeds from the event benefit the sorority's philanthropy, sight conservation and aid to the blind.

"Anchor Splash is a swimming competition with both serious and creative events," said last year's chairman of the event, "volunteering hands, reservation, sororities, and campus apartments, The proceeds are distributed both locally to the Stockton blind center and to the Pacifican national who deserves the accumulated revenue to national blind foundations. The funds generated are utilized to the training of guide dogs and various other programs that benefit the blind. Although Saunders does not have the final numbers for donation yet, she said she is pleased with the preliminary figures. "The donations came from parents, alumni, businesses around the Stockton community and from the Mt. Anchor Splash competition," said Saunders.

**Local State Assembly Candidate Details Views**

Cory Bergman—Assistant News Editor

S evering no new taxes, reducing spending and down-sizing government are the predominant st-ategies supported by republican candidate for state assembly, Dean Andal.

Andal is running for a reelection against Mike Mahanclde in the primarily democratic 16th district. He was initially elected to the post in the 60's and was the first of a real way to ease the budget, Andal's office has returned all donations yet, she said she is pleased with the preliminary figures. "The donations came from parents, alumni, businesses around the Stockton community and from the Mt. Anchor Splash competition," said Saunders.

Andal is running for a reelection against Mike Mahanclde in the primarily democratic 16th district. He was initially elected to the post in the 60's and was the first of a real way to ease the budget, Andal's office has returned all donations yet, she said she is pleased with the preliminary figures. "The donations came from parents, alumni, businesses around the Stockton community and from the Mt. Anchor Splash competition," said Saunders.

"The only way to make government efficient is to save it," said Andal. A detailed number of specific proposals including the removal of the post of Lieutenant Governor, strict welfare filters and the elimination of categorical programs from the school system. Andal believes the key to creating more jobs is to increase the government's grip on the private sector.

Andal contented that this year's hard fought state budget did better in reducing the size of government than any budget in passed in California in 10 years. "It encouraged me," Andal said. "I felt that was the year which we actually prappeded in a real way with the amount of money that we have. The budget included a $888 million cut in the school system.

When asked about the prevailing mood of anti-incumbency among (see Andal Page 2).
Sororities and fraternities join together in friendly competition

SHAC Sponsors AIDS Candelight March

Andal (Continued From Page 1)

Andal suggests a unique solution:

"It is estimated that between one and one-and-a-half million Americans are infected with the HIV virus."

"One person is infected with the virus every 19 minutes." The plan also described a vanagas, "There is more to this story."

"In 1981, homosexuals constituted 100 percent of the population infected with the virus. By 1983, up to 80 percent of the infected population and 22 percent constitute the drug users."""}

SIS Symposium Discusses Columbia's Diversity

The School of International Students (SIS) co-sponsored the "Columbia's Diversity" symposium, which discussed the different aspects of Columbia's diversity. The event took place in Gold Winthrop Hall and consisted of three panels. The panels were led by Gita Sivasundaram, Assistant Professor of Sociology at Columbia, and Berkeley's Jason McLean, Graduate Research Professor of Sociology. The University of Hawaii and Innsbruck University, along with an internationally known producer, participated in the event.

This year, students have a chance to review the issues and see how they are handled at Columbia, yet they also have the opportunity to do that for themselves.

"We thought that the on-campus AIDS forum here at UOP can actually work together as one. With relentless and priceless energy being slapped down on Germans throughout the country, the UOP Greeks went far beyond the usual house work as the brothers and sisters truly are."
Across the

TwentySomething Generation Seeks New Election Tactics

By John Wallis (CP), With reports from national political experts

The 1979 birth year is expected to be a watershed for young voters, as they are poised to dominate the electorate for the first time in modern American history. With over 58 million eligible voters, the generation known as the TwentySomething Generation is poised to make its mark on the political landscape.

The generation's political interests are diverse, ranging from environmental issues to social justice, and they are expected to vote for candidates who align with their values. While many young voters are swing voters, there is a growing trend towards更具体、更全面的政治参与。

The TwentySomething Generation is also known for its activism, with support for causes ranging from climate change to social justice. They are expected to participate in protests and rallies, as well as vote in elections.

The TwentySomething Generation's impact on the political landscape is expected to continue to grow as they become a larger proportion of the population.

Suit Puts Heat on Chili Peppers

FAIRFAX, Va. (CP) — A former Georgetown University student has filed a $4 million lawsuit against the Red Hot Chili Peppers band for damages suffered as a result of a 1989 sexual assault.

The student was seeking damages for mental trauma and humiliation from four members of the band, the Red Hot Chili Peppers, and their record label.

The suit was expected to begin on Feb. 9, 1993.

Berkeley Law School to Change Admission Policy

(From the New York Times) — The law school of the University of California at Berkeley has decided to change its admissions policy in an effort to increase diversity.

A new policy, which will take effect in the fall of 2019, will allow applicants to specify their race and ethnicity on their applications.

The change comes after years of criticism from students and faculty who say the current policy, which does not allow for self-identification, is not effective in increasing diversity.

The new policy will provide applicants with the opportunity to select up to three races or ethnicities, and will also allow them to indicate their gender identity.

The policy is expected to promote a more inclusive and diverse student body, as well as increase the representation of underrepresented groups in the law school.
Clinton Economics: A Sleaze Agenda

From the Left... the economy. "The most important issue is that we are not facing them head on." "The so-called recession."

One of the most pressing questions that will face the nation during the next four years will be how we should approach the environmental policies that are becoming increasingly visible to our sensibilities. We see a society that has been forced to live in a world of ever greater danger. This world is not like some sort of a problem to solve as it is to acknowledge. Our air, our land, our sea must be preserved, as well as the corresponding wildlife that makes them their home, when it is present.

Mr. Clinton refused the opportunity to serve his country in a crucial period. He was a leader in the Vietnam Era. I believe what makes him a more qualified leader is that he was a leader in a period when there was a tremendous amount of patriotism with the freedom of our country. He should be ashamed!

By Billy Bliss

Pacifc TALKS

What is the Most Important Issue in this Election?

"Abortion." Deftinitely the economy.

"How the candidates plan to stimulate the economy." "That Clinton didn't explain it.

The most important issue is that we are facing them head on..."

The so-called recession..."
OPINION

An Open Letter from President Atchley

Dear Students,

Thank you for your recent letters concerning the efforts by the University to improve and protect our environment. It is important to us that everyone individually be aware of and participate in these efforts through personal commitment and support. Everyone in the University community is urged to adopt all reasonable means to minimize the amount of toxic material in the waste stream and in water by following the simple, minimal acceptable levels under EPA guidelines.

Consideration is very much in need to be a good citizen and to comply with Federal, State and local laws. I believe that our areas in improving the quality of life in the Central Valley and, indeed, the entire state. With respect to a University is very aware of its need to be a good citizen and to comply with Federal, State and local laws. I believe that our areas in improving the quality of life in the Central Valley and, indeed, the entire state.

Opinion: Shooting at the Grad

Chuck Elliott
Assistant Opinion Editor

I had some friends from the University of California at Davis who sent me a letter the other day which pointed out the problems of driving on campus. The letter was written to the student body by a group of students who are currently studying to become law enforcement officers. They are concerned about the increasing number of crimes that are being committed on campus and feel that something must be done to prevent them from occurring in the future.

They have been working on this project for several years and have made many suggestions as to how this can be accomplished. Some of their suggestions include increasing the number of police officers on campus, establishing stricter penalties for those who commit crimes, and providing more security for students living off campus.

In their letter, they also point out that there is a need for increased education among students about the dangers of committing crimes. They believe that if students are made aware of the consequences of their actions, they will be less likely to engage in criminal behavior.

I firmly believe that these suggestions are necessary and that we as a community must work together to prevent crime on our campus. We must all do our part to ensure that our campus remains a safe and secure environment for all students.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Dean of Students

Guest Opinion: "The Minority Majority"

Matt Kolken & Rachel Moore

W

e can understand the true meaning of this nation having in concurrence with discriminatory procedures both by the public sector as well as by the private sector where it is written that we are to set quotas for minorities simply to include them into the infrastructure of government and politics. For example, you have ever noticed that employers are continuously overhiring qualified candidates in order to hire a minority simply because he isn't Quid pro quo. Many UC schools, including Berkeley, have the overwhelming tendency to blatantly discriminate against a white applicant simply because he isn't Quid pro quo. We say keep the boats in quarantine and let them back toward their native shores. As graduating writers, it is almost inevitable that the jobs that were available only 10 years ago have evaporated, which leaves us in turn, to the extension of our education; it is a solution to our integration into the work force. Now here is the kicker: our voters of these statistics have increased exponentially since universities have included quotas systems into their acceptance process. A few qualified applicants have a greater opportunity simply because of the color of their skin and not because of the abilities of a candidate which is avoided from the undergraduate curriculum.

Now at a personal level, we have encountered countless incidents where a white person would not get a pass to the backroads of a Caucasian simply because of skin color and getting away with a lie.

Guest Opinion: "Homely Coming"

Lee Gibb
Assistant Opinion Editor

What does Homecoming mean to you? This was the essay question given to the candidates prior to the day of the event. The majority of the candidates were present at the event, showing that they were interested in being part of the event.

The judging of the events was held at the Stockton Regional Park. The judges were from the community and included both high school and college students. The event was a great success and was enjoyed by all who attended.
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PERSPECTIVES ON DIVERSITY
Jennifer Williams
Assistant Director
Celebrate Diversity Week

When you think of preventative health, think of chiropractic.

A credential, a resume, a grant application, and sit before a panel of judges, and see if you can get the best impression of your account that is simply exiguous? If your organization like to attend a presentation of a paper at a national conference that you ardently and conventionally consider "no show." In such a case, you may think about the following and jot down your reactions and ideas: (See Fantasies, Page 12)

Fachzeitung

"The Pacifican," October 22, 1992

EDITOR'S CORNER
Service COPA Promotes Student Research

The Anderson Y Center's Community Programs reaches students, teachers, and volunteers opportunities with community needs. Kathleen Brown serves as program coordinator, and has some hot tips to share.

Pacific High School's new Homestake Club in the Multi-Cultural Center needs volunteers from one to three hours a week during the following hours: 7:30-8:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., and 3:30-4:00 p.m. Call PaUL or Liz Thompson for more information or to sign up at 655-8306.
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Soprano Margaret Dehning Performs in Concert at UOP

The Conservatory of Music presents soprano Margaret Dehning in concert on Thursday, October 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall. The concert will be accompanied by fra...
Tigers Thrash New Mexico State

Allie McHugh

Sports Editor

The University of the Pacific football team won in a season’s last game last Saturday, defeating New Mexico State 49-17. The victory over the Aggies marked the ninth straight time the Tigers have defeated its rivals, and it marked the ninth straight time the Tigers went over 500 yards of total offense, as he scored touchdowns from 72, 59 and four yards.

The emotional out of the day for the University of the Pacific, the Tigers were able to defeat New Mexico State. This victory over the Aggies was a great opportunity for the Tigers to show off their offensive talent.

In 1988, Parris began his first year at UOP and decided to red-shirt. In 1989, he was a starter. His roomate left for other school’s history. We have AT and his number one team in the nation to get records to brag about, but the nation still depends on him. AT needs to step up his game to play with fire in his eyes. He became the team’s leader in the spring and it was time to play with fire in his eyes.

The team’s record is 5-0, and it has a tough road trip to the 1989 season. He was able to start for four games because of his intense and force blocking. When the 1990 season arrived, Parris was looking forward to becoming a full time starter. But as accident kept him out for the entire season. This accident kept Parris out for the entire season. This accident kept Parris out for the entire season.
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Lady Tigers Don't Skip A Beat

Defending

The Tigers don't want to lose to the UOP Women's volleyball team. The Lady Tigers are a tough and strong team. In fact, they are the number one team in the nation. The game was a close one, but the Tigers were able to come out on top.

The offense was led by Natasha Soltysik, who had 17 kills, while Lisa Barbieri added 14. Soltysik had 15 digs and two blocks. Had she been able to make it to her service area, she would have led the team. The Tigers stumbled a bit, but the team is now focusing on the upcoming season. This is a very important match and the Tigers will have to play their best in order to win.

Pacific Rugby Plays Well in Weekend Tourney

A combined force of Pacific Rugby and Stanislaus Rugby competed in the 15th annual Wild West Rugby Tournament in Reno, Nevada. The two-day tournament showcased over 30 teams competing in three divisions. Outfits worn by many Pacific players.

Field Hockey Undefeated for the Week

Stewart Mc Dougall

Last weekend the Pacific Field Hockey team played three games at the University of California-Berkeley. Its first game, which ended in a 4-1 win for Pacific, was a high scoring game for the Tigers. In the first half, Emily Porter scored the first goal for Pacific, but later in the game, Butterfield scored a goal with a goal of its own. Wendy Du Shan scored making it a 2-1 game at half.

Pacific Ruggers were responsible for a major part of the combined team's success throughout the tournament, with outstanding performances by many Pacific players. However, the speed and strength of the Unisa team proved to be too much for the Pacific/SanDisk/Win team and the final outcome was an 18-12 loss. Despite losing in the finals, Pacific had a very rough time with the Aggies-UP. Lost the first and third games to New Mexico, forcing the Tigers in kills was outside hitter Vikki Simon in, who had 12 kills and 12 digs. Charlotte Simon in, Natalie Soltysik and Mary Edgley all had 10 kills each, with Edgley adding 12 digs. Once again, the CEG/UP Defensive Player of the Match was Soltysik who had an amazing 20 digs. Simon in and Setter Lisa John had 12 digs each and John had 45 assists.

On Saturday, the Tigers traveled to Las Cruces, New Mexico to play New Mexico State. New Mexico is hardly the same caliber at UOP but Pacific had a very rough time with the Aggies-UP. Lost the first and third games to New Mexico, forcing the Tigers in kills was outside hitter Vikki Simon in, who had 12 kills and 12 digs. Charlotte Simon in, Natalie Soltysik and Mary Edgley all had 10 kills each, with Edgley adding 12 digs. Once again, the CEG/UP Defensive Player of the Match was Soltysik who had an amazing 20 digs. Simon in and Setter Lisa John had 12 digs each and John had 45 assists. Being the Tigers in kills was outside hitter Vikki Simon in, who had 12 kills and 12 digs. Charlotte Simon in, Natalie Soltysik and Mary Edgley all had 10 kills each, with Edgley adding 12 digs. Once again, the CEG/UP Defensive Player of the Match was Soltysik who had an amazing 20 digs. Simon in and Setter Lisa John had 12 digs each and John had 45 assists. Pacific defeated the team 8-15, 15-7, 15-13 and 15-8. The Tigers were obviously a lot flatter this game, but they knew what they had to do to win.

The offensive leader was Soltysik, who had 17 kills, while Lisa Barbieri added 14. Soltysik also had 15 digs and two blocks. Had she been able to make it to her service area, she would have led the team. The Tigers stumbled a bit, but the team is now focusing on the upcoming season. This is a very important match and the Tigers will have to play their best in order to win.
From the home office to Selm, California, the Parifaran's woman who was a professor at the University of California at Los Angeles, has a new role and is excited about it. She is now a featured writer for the national newspaper, The Star, and will be writing a column about her life and experiences as a professor. She is also looking forward to the opportunity to share her knowledge and expertise with a wider audience.

The Parifaran’s Top Ten List
by
Matthew Riley Neuenburg

From the home office to Selm, California, the Parifaran’s woman who was a professor at the University of California at Los Angeles, has a new role and is excited about it. She is now a featured writer for the national newspaper, The Star, and will be writing a column about her life and experiences as a professor. She is also looking forward to the opportunity to share her knowledge and expertise with a wider audience.

The average age for re-entry students is 30. Most have special circumstances such as being a single parent, faced job change, wanting a new career or needing to be introduced to the new technologies.

The most popular areas of study for re-entry students are psychology, criminal justice, organizational behavior, liberal studies, business administration and computer science. University College students can also self-design their degree objective and get credit for prior experience.

What's Your Jan Plan?

Stacy Jackson

As a New Year approaches, the time has come to review the past year and plan for the future.

The Bleed Deed

What are you doing when you bleed?

The Bleed Deed is a new book that will help you understand the physiology of bleeding.
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Goodbye Ozzy

Justin Levy

Staff Writer

Ozzy Osbourne made his final appearance in the Bay Area on Oct. 5, at the Oakland Coliseum. Though his tour, "No More Tours," had been delayed due to a broken knee, Osbourne breezed through his previously canceled show. His show was more of a "Thank you Ozzy" tour than the final tour of his career. Osbourne is planning on reuniting with Black Sabbath for a 1993 show at the Oakland Coliseum. Osbourne has always been the focal point of Black Sabbath's music, and the same can be said for his solo work. His show was a hit, and he was able to bring the audience back to the days of the 1970s. The audience had the chance to see some of the most iconic songs of his career, and it was a great show to end his career on. Osbourne's performance was strong, and he was able to put on a great show. The audience was able to see some of his most iconic songs, and it was a great way to end his career.
Right
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